Since starting with AROCON in December 2013, Jason has shown his amazing customer service
abilities with 700+ five-star reviews from satisfied customers. He is the highest reviewed employee at
AROCON! Jason is a former Tune Up Technician and Field Supervisor overseeing project installs and
working with Sales. He has been promoted several times during his tenure at AROCON. He enjoys
working closely with our installers, and making sure each customer is satisfied with their project and
experience with AROCON. He is an expert at diagnosing roofing issues and designing solutions for
those issues, with a high focus on customer service.
Jason will come out to your home and discuss in depth everything that is happening with your roof
system. He will guide you through his design solution and put together an affordable comprehensive
package because that is what is most important to Jason!
Jason’s contact info is:
(443) 618-4870 Cell
Jason.easton@aroconllc.com
Here are just some of the REVIEWS he has received over the years!

Rating: 5.0
By: Christina Prior
On: Google,
Comment: Very impressed from start to finish with my roof and gutter replacement by AROCON. They
are first class! Jason Easton was so detail-oriented, from the first inspection of my house, explaining
things, delivering the proposal, helping me select colors, and managing the actual roof work. He is
honest and goes out of his way for his customers. He was on site during the work to make sure
everything went smoothly. The crew was great and very conscientious about protecting my home.

They use full tent-tarping to protect the entire sides of the house, instead of just throwing a tarp over
the bushes like I've seen other companies do. The job was done efficiently and they cleaned up
thoroughly afterward. From my research and experience, AROCON uses the best products and
provides excellent workmanship for a very reasonable price. They replaced my gutters also and that
work was done quickly and with great attention to detail. Sounds silly but I love love love my new
roof and gutters! AROCON is the company to use!

5★on Facebook,
Janet Fimiani Jackson
Jason was great. He came to our home, explained thoroughly everything he was going to do for us and
answered all of our questions and concerns. He went above and beyond. We highly recommend
Jason. Very happy and satisfied with the work he did for us
5★on BBB,
patrick v.
Jason from Arocon showed up a day before Hurricane Joaquin was supposed to roll into town. It was
raining and had been for three days, but they still kept the appointment, assessed our roof, and were
able to do their full review. The active rain storm allowed them to fully assess the integrity of our
roof, which showed no leaks. Their approach was direct, honest, and no-pressure. If you ever need a
roof replacement, go with Arocon. And I will recommend them as well.

5★on Customer Lobby,
Deena S.
Met with Jason. Jason arrived on time. He was very professional and personal. He took the time to
explain everything. This was a great time dealing with a contractor. You can tell he's more concerned
with helping and explaining to the customer the issues and ways to solve the problems. He was not
pushy and he's very honest. We signed our contract from Jason at AROCON Roofing and Construction
due to Jason's handling of us.

